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The Plan

The Off-Off-Data (OOD)project will seek to extend research navigation and discovery of material in 
various collections and connect the material to the study of theatre, specifically the downtown theatre 
groups of the 1960s to early 1980s.

Our main research will come from the La MaMa Archives as it is one of the original venues that has 
extensive items unique to this time period.

Other collections that OOD will look at are NYPL’s Billy Rose Theatre Division and New York University’s 
Fales Library & Special Collections.



Why Off-Off-Broadway is Special

The term was coined by the Village Voice in 1960
● A catchall phrase to describe the New York theater worlds below Off-Broadway and above 

Broadway itself

It’s origins began due to New York’s established theatres no longer offering parts so readily to young 
actors

The increased commercialization of Off-Broadway had wiped out the apprenticeships once offered to 
past generations

● Thus many began to perform in smaller venues such as cafes, churches,  and basements
● There was also a counterculture taking place within the downtown arts world at the same time 

Most of the venues stretched from Greenwich Village to the East Village



Off-Off-Broadway Venues & Companies

      The core of the movement consisted of four venues and two companies:

● Caffe Cino
● Judson Poets’ Theatre
● La Mama ETC
● Theatre Genesis

● The Open Theatre
● Play-House of the Ridiculous



Michael Townsend Smith, The Village Voice, La MaMa

Connecting the Dots
● Smith wrote theatre reviews for 

the Village Voice

● Reviewed Jeff Weiss show of And 
that’s how the Rent Get’s Paid pt 2 
in 1973



And That’s How the Rent Gets Paid 

The show has had several renditions and played at different venues throughout 
the years.

1966 - La MaMa

1973 - La MaMa

1979 - La MaMa

1984 - Performing Garage

2015 - The Kitchen



Promotional Material

http://www.dance-enthusiast.com/dance-listings/events/date-2015-07-11/view/The-Kitchen-presents-And-Thats-How-the-Rent-Gets-Paid-2015-07-14_16



Tracking Data

La MaMa
La MaMa La MaMa

Performing Garage

The Kitchen



Blueprint 

This graph 
represents the 
types of 
relationships 
between 
Classes, URIs, 
and Literals.

For example, a 
work created by 
a playwright 
uses the Dublin 
Core term of 
‘created’ and 
offers gYear as 
to the year it 
was made.



Triple Building

Subject Predicate Object



Triples

Sample set of 
Off-Off-Data 
Triples 
showing

● Subject
● Predicate
● Object

Subject

Predicate

Object



OOD Graph

This visualization 
shows a sample of 
relations between 
La MaMa ETC and 
the Caffe Cino.

Due to the volume 
of data pertaining 
to the La MaMa 
Archives, the 
subject becomes 
visually 
centralized on the 
graph.



Problem

WorldCat feeds both ArchiveGrid and SNAC with data through 
contributed MARC records. So, it can be said that archival research is 
being driven by bibliographic standards and conformity to the authority 
of the Library. In this four-part federated search model, if your subject 
is not “registered” via WorldCat, you most likely will not be able to 
locate the records or find proof of your subject’s existence.



Problem

SNAC search results for Off-Off-Broadway:
History Notes: 0
Archival Collections: 1
Related Resources: 0
Related External Links: 0
People: 0
Families: 0
Organizations: 0

ArchiveGrid search results for Off Off-Broadway:
Total: 2,519 returns filtered by People, Group, Places, Archives, Archive Locations, Topics lacking entity description.

WorldCat search results for Off Off-Broadway and filtered by “archival material”:
51 results
No immediate mention of La MaMa Experimental Theatre Club.

Archive Finder:
Private access.

http://snaccooperative.org/view/18464388
https://beta.worldcat.org/archivegrid/?q=off+off-broadway&p=1&ft=1
https://www.worldcat.org/search?q=%22off+off-broadway%22&fq=&dblist=638&start=11&qt=page_number_link#x0%253Aarchv-%2C%2528x0%253Aarchv%2Bx4%253Adigital%2529format
https://www.pin1.harvard.edu/cas/login?service=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pin1.harvard.edu%2Fpin%2Fauthenticate%3F__authen_application%3DHUL_ACC_MGMT_SVC%26__hulaccess_gateway%3Dezproxy%26__hulaccess_resource%3Darchvusa%26__hulaccess_agent%3DMozilla%252F5.0%2B%2528Macintosh%253B%2BIntel%2BMac%2BOS%2BX%2B10_13_4%2529%2BAppleWebKit%252F537.36%2B%2528KHTML%252C%2Blike%2BGecko%2529%2BChrome%252F65.0.3325.181%2BSafari%252F537.36%26__hulaccess_ip%3D24.228.125.86%26__hulaccess_cookie%3Dok


Candy says, … That’s not cool!

Even if a person may be found within the scope of WorldCat, not all terms that can 
be applied are applied. 

Among the 2,519 search results in ArchiveGrid for “Off Off-Broadway” only four 
results are present for “Gay men” (2) and “Gay actors” (2). What about “Lesbian 
women” and “Lesbian actors?” 

Even though Candy Darling played in Tom Eyen’s “La Estrella y La Monja / The 
White Whore and the Bit Player” she is not listed in the people filter of ArchiveGrid 
and neither is “Transgender Women” or “Transgender Actors” for that matter.

Tom Eyen & Candy D.

http://catalog.lamama.org/index.php/Detail/Object/Show/object_id/224
http://catalog.lamama.org/index.php/Detail/Object/Show/object_id/224


Double Trouble!

This play occurs in two languages 
and each role is doubled for each 
language.



Lessons Learned

Archivists have a hard time documenting the performing arts

The Off-Off-Broadway movement lives in people’s memories and 
documentation wasn’t always recorded

Finding and making connections



Thank you!


